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For the last two decades Martin Kline has been a frequent visitor to Venice, Italy. His experiences there have resulted in a series of aptly titled works crafted in Kline’s upstate New York studio. Struck by the quality of color and light particular to that water-limned city, along with Venice’s captivating art and history, Kline has produced about twenty individual panels reflecting a range of interests. Since Kline conceives most of his work serially, though in an open-ended rather than closed fashion, it is likely that this number will increase, as inspiration strikes.

Kline’s connection to Romanticism clearly informs this series. Each painting could be characterized as an abstract study of the coloristic experience of water and light in a Mediterranean climate, and in each, one discovers evidence of Kline’s interest in the changing experience of sea and sky in Venice, at different times of day, and at different times of the year. The surface of each panel, even the most apparently monochromatic, offers gradations of tone and color. Some paintings follow a clear progression through the spectral range suggested by Kline’s chosen palette, which consists of whites, purples, greens, and blues; while in select others—dark, close-valued, and subtle—Kline focuses on a single color and traces slight variations of hue within it. In several other works, dry gold pigment is introduced, alluding to Venice’s historical wealth and pageantry. For example, the title of one, *Bucentaur*, refers to the state galley used by Venetian doges and the symbolic rite of marriage to the sea, which took place in the Adriatic annually on Ascension Day.

Other paintings have an inky, murky darkness, like water reflecting dim moonlight, as in *Venezia*. Here one finds the poetic milky silver that liquid surfaces assume when the sky is overcast, but somehow still luminous, or when one glimpses a canal, pond, puddle, or lake from such an oblique angle that all one sees is the light captured within that surface. These paintings suggest bodies of water where different reflections, objects, and shadows highlight its various parts differently.

Sometimes colors are paired together, as in a panel that is predominantly white, with a horizontal passage of turquoise through the center. The resulting shadows created from the built up layers of encaustic darken parts of the surface, producing additional tones and creating literal pictorial depth. The painting entitled *Lido* makes a coloristic association to a specific location, namely, the seven-mile long sandbar island that is Venice’s beach. Titles such as *Scarpa*, *Ca’ D’oro*, *Casanova*, *Aqua Alte*, and *Laguna*, reveal Kline’s associative instincts, in which experience and memory conjure times of day, historical figures, and specific settings.
Death in Venice  2014  encaustic on panel  60x60x9\(\frac{1}{2}\)"
Because of the often spectacular way water alters the light and color of its contents and surroundings, it has proven a fecund subject for a range of artists to interpret at different moments in history. These include Jean-Baptiste Tiepolo, whose own response to Venice in part inspired Kline’s tribute — as in an oval-shaped panel entitled *Tiepolo’s Mistress*, a favored format of that 18th-century painter — along with Claude Monet’s intensely brilliant and rich palette, and John Singer Sargent’s luminous watercolors, Caspar David Friedrich’s moody nighttime land and seascapes, and in more recent times, Vija Celmins and Hiroshi Sugimoto. In its privileged art historical role, water as subject matter represents the balance between certain poles in our conception of how the world around us generates experiences—phenomenological, visual, or otherwise and how we make sense of them: between objecthood and immateriality, opacity and translucency, flux and stasis.

In their seascapes, both Celmins and Sugimoto drain their subject matter of chroma, evoking timelessness in a black and white monotone. Through painstakingly hand-rendered representations that seem to aspire to the photographic in their apparent verisimilitude, Celmins’ seascapes could be anywhere. The same could also be said, formally speaking, for Sugimoto’s photographs, but his dates and titles carefully mark each with a particular time and a place.

In this way both artists introduce a certain balance, different for each, between representation and abstraction, in the process insisting on the collapse of objectivity and non-objectivity in certain natural phenomena, like water. While Kline shares with Celmins and Sugimoto a hybrid investigation of water’s components, he takes a nearly opposite tack from them in his suggestion of water’s physical aspects, and in his use of color. This places Kline in relation to a different tradition, one that is closer to the coloristic and painterly work of artists like Matisse and Brice Marden, who use light and color as the foundation for a profound formal investigation.

Kline’s relief-like paintings are sculptural and shadows are evident when natural or indoor light strikes the surface of the raised ridges of the encaustic and accentuates the tonal gradations. We see not the actual color of Venice’s water, but the personal color sensibility of one man and his interests. While Kline’s work demonstrates a strong connection to Romanticism in its emotive, and perhaps even spiritual, yearning, Kline’s personal approach to nature is an abstracted one, radiant and intense in color and bathed in light. We don’t find literal representations of Venice in Kline’s work, rather, deeply felt experience is conveyed by these paintings. Only when Kline’s paintings are underway, or are finished, does he title them and connect them to his specific associations, or, one could say—to his dreams.
Seiche  2012  encaustic on panel  48x54x3\(\frac{3}{8}\)
When one stands before a painting by Martin Kline, we intuit the suggestion of shimmering water from a medium, encaustic, that was once liquid and is now frozen. Kline’s signature use of encaustic-pigmented wax that is heated and liquefied—is an excellent structural analogue for water for several reasons. Because of its translucence, encaustic affects the play of light that passes over and through it. All of these characteristics are actively manipulated by Kline in this series to contribute to the sense of each as a unified field that seems to somehow exude its own luminosity, rather than simply reflect that present in the space around them.

This points us towards a particular aspect of the quality of light in Venice. Because it is lined extensively by waterways, the light that comes down from above is also reflected up from below. This is what gives that cityscape its famous brilliance. Referencing this, Kline often captures in his scintillating aggregation of encaustic surfaces the sense of sunlight reflecting up off of a body of water. This luminosity is thus, technically speaking, bordered by, if also the result of, water, rather than contained within it. It is thus through Kline’s handling of color and light that he most convincingly alludes to water. Kline’s horizontal format is evocative of landscape, while his building up of thick impasto accretions of encaustic suggests a literal, almost geological, layering of materials. Conversely, the unevenness of each projected element suggests a nautical reference, that of the small wave crests that are a feature of Venice’s waterways when seen from land, or by boat.

However, Kline has not mimetically catalogued either the surface appearance of a body of water, or the Venetian horizon line, these being the two worldly analogues the paintings suggest most. Instead, while each formal and material aspect of the Venetian paintings adds up to a unified experiential whole, that whole is not, in its totality, analogous to any one exterior factor. Rather, while each component has parallels in the natural world, each comes from a different part of that natural world.

What we are left to conclude is that, as with all the best abstract art, Kline’s Venetian paintings draw much of their power from these outside contributing factors, and that their particular gravitas ultimately lies in their evocation of an aesthetic experience unique to painting alone. For only in the particular aesthetic world constructed in each individual Venetian painting do all these components add up to an experiential whole. In the shallow, physical space of one of Kline’s panels a variety of qualities of light and space, solids and liquids, add up to a unique singularity. The immediacy, physicality, luminosity that these works embody all contain qualities that distantly suggest seascapes seen from above or laterally, from both close and afar, and that are variously solid and mutable.

None of these paintings were executed in Venice. Harnessing the distance from Italy to his studio, Kline is able to capture the overall sensation that accompanies his experience of Venice. The goal of this group of works is not to simply record one artist’s experience of that place, since that will always be inherently singular as each person’s experiences are particular to his or her particular biological, cultural, geographic, and social make-up.
Venezia   2012   encaustic on panel   42x48x3 1/2"
Instead, the purpose of these works is to convey what Kline felt when confronted by his immersion into Venice, setting up a situation whereby the nature of that experience, rather than its exact contours, is summoned for the viewer. Kline takes up the abstract and shared language of paint, color, and light to elicit a response from us. We encounter in these works Kline’s particular conception of his experience, which is both intuitive and conceptual because it is part observed, part remembered, and part translated from one medium—the transient, mutable and specific one of human vision and memory—to another, the comparably more concrete, actual, and phenomenologically present one of painting.

By way of the painterly terms of color and light, Kline’s new Venetian series enacts the structural, rather than symbolic, underpinnings of his memory and the fusion of his experiences. The resulting paintings thus act on the viewer in abstract rhythmic terms like tempo, intensity, and duration. In a given Venetian painting, the original referents are reduced to a touchstone or an anecdote of personal importance to the painter. The sheer phenomenological and optical experience presented by viewing each painting in the here-and-now lures the viewer into a sensual exploration of memory and knowledge. Martin Kline conveys something experientially significant in this compelling series.

Alex Bacon
New York, April 2014
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